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• Introduction
DNA methylation is a predominant epigenetic modification that regulates gene expression without altering the original DNA sequence
[1]. The reaction occurs via methyltransferase (MTase) catalyzed SN2 transfer of an activated sulfonium-bound methyl group from the
cofactor S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) to targeted DNA bases, S-adenosyl-L-homocystine (SAH) serving as a leaving group [1][2]. To
find new tools for manipulating DNA in a selective and unique way various SAM analogues were synthesized [2][3]. Current cofactor
alternatives (known as double-activated SAM analogues) involve a replacement of the methyl group with substituents containing
allylic or propargylic systems next to the reactive carbon [1][3]. Unfortunately, these synthetic cofactors suffer from short lifetimes in
physiological buffers, competing methylation by endogenous SAM and lower acceptance by MTases compared to SAM [1][4].
Selectivity and affinity problems can be solved by engineering MTases toward new cofactors, while excluding the natural cofactor
[4]. One of the possible ways to improve the stability of SAM analogues and enhance selectivity towards engineered MTase variants
is via modification of other important SAM binding sites [4] (Fig. 1). The aim of this work is to modify the carboxyl group positioned in
homocysteine moiety of the double activated SAM analogue.
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Figure 1. Specific DNA labelling with synthetic cofactors and engineered DNA MTases.
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Scheme 1. The synthesis pathway of N-di-tert-butoxycarbonyl-L-homocystinol.

Scheme 2. The synthesis pathway of N-di-tert-butoxycarbonyl-L-homocystinol.

Figure 2. Double activated SAM analogues stability improvement by a 
replacement of the carboxyl group in homocysteine moiety.
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N-di-tert-butoxycarbonyl-L-homocystinol (Scheme 1, IV) was
synthesized from the commercially available L-methionine (I). L-
homocystine (II) was acquired in 2 steps synthesis via
demethylation of L-methionine and further oxidation of the
resulting intermediate. The final step consisted of CDI activation
of the N-Boc protected amino acid (compound III) followed
sodium borohydride reduction.
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N-di-tert-butoxycarbonyl-L-homocystinol was successfully
synthesized as a precursor to SAM analogues. Transformation
of the carboxyl group to other non-nucleophillic electron-rich
substituents could increase the stability of synthetic cofactors
by eliminating degradation pathways and making them more
selective to mutated DNA MTases in vivo in the presence of SAM.


